Welcome to the Apache Xerces Wiki

This is the official Wiki of the Apache Xerces Project.

Subprojects

- **Xerces-C** (Active)
- **Xerces-J 1** (Hibernated)
- **Xerces-J 2** (Active)
- **Xerces-P** (Active)
- **XML Commons** (Active)

Mailing Lists

- Xerces General Discussion List ([Subscribe](#), [Unsubscribe](#), [Archive](#))
- Xerces-J Users List ([Subscribe](#), [Unsubscribe](#), [Archive](#))
- Xerces-J Developers List ([Subscribe](#), [Unsubscribe](#), [Archive](#))
- Xerces-C Users List ([Subscribe](#), [Unsubscribe](#), [Archive](#))
- Xerces-C Developers List ([Subscribe](#), [Unsubscribe](#), [Archive](#))
- Xerces-P Developers List ([Subscribe](#), [Unsubscribe](#), [Archive](#))
- Xerces Commits List ([Subscribe](#), [Unsubscribe](#), [Archive](#))
- XML Commons Developers List ([Subscribe](#), [Unsubscribe](#), Xerces Project Archive, XML Project Archive)
- XML Commons Commits List ([Subscribe](#), [Unsubscribe](#), [Archive](#))

Design

- **Xerces-J: XML Schema 1.1 Design Thoughts**
- **Xerces-J: XML Schema 1.1 Assertions**

Xerces-J XML Schema 1.1’s W3C test suite reports


Xerces-J's compliance reports for XML Schema 1.1 Test Suite can be accessed at: [XML Schema 1.1 test suite reports](#).

Xerces-J XML Schema 1.1’s, usage of 'Eclipse / PsychoPath XPath 2.0' processor

Source code locations.


W3C XPath 2.0 test implementations: [http://git.eclipse.org/c/sourceediting/webtools.sourceediting.xpath.tests.git/](http://git.eclipse.org/c/sourceediting/webtools.sourceediting.xpath.tests.git/). Branch : R3_2_xpath2_14unittests. Conforming to the W3C XPath 2.0 test suite (XQTS V1.0.2). Some files on the branch "master" are also required (the folder org.w3c.xqts.testsuite).

Google Summer of Code (GSoC) Proposals

- 2011:
  - Asynchronous LSParser and parseWithContext
- 2010:
  - Schema Component Designators (SCD)
  - XML Schema 1.1: xs:override
  - xpointer() support for XInclude

Miscellaneous

- **Xerces-J SVN Repository Access Instructions**
- **Xerces-C SVN Repository Access Instructions**

Status

- **Xerces-C 3.0 Build Status**
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